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Ваш надійний помічник

 

QA Automation (Selenium+Java) Engineer for Financial
Practice
 

Харків,  
 

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від двох років

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

The DataArt team is modernizing the IT structure of one of the world's market leaders in financial analytics. This corporation is
ranked as one of the top three largest agencies which specialize in quality management assessment, debt obligations, and paying
capacity. The company is based in New York. For over 100 years its most popular product has been its credit ratings. Their
publications affect the global economy.
The company's annual revenue is estimated at billions of USDs. Thanks to the system's improvement our client will get the ability to
automate the work process of the company's employees and gain new competitive advantages. We developed concepts as well as
business software solutions for the corporation using a modern technological stack.
Our team is creating a new multifaceted multi-level service. Using that service, the company's analysts will receive diverse
information processing instruments. To guarantee the efficient performance of tasks, we need specialists who are willing to work in
our office with open documentation from the world largest financial institutions from several dozen countries.

Requirements - Mandatory

3+ years of experience in automated testing.
Knowledge of automation tools (Selenium WebDriver + Java).
Knowledge of and experience using MS SQL Server.
Knowledge of test types and ways of organizing the in the process of testing various applications.
Skills of managing test documentation (test plans, test cases etc.).
Good spoken English.

Requirements - Additional

Programming skills (OOP, knowledge of JavaScript and other languages).
Knowledge of the basics of databases and working with DBMS (at least one, e.g. MS SQL, Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL, etc.).
Knowledge of and experience working with and integrating CI (TeamCity, Jenkins, CC.NET).
Ability to learn new technologies.

DataArt Offers:

Competitive salary.
Project bonuses.
Flextime.
Foreign business trips.
Paid overtime, vacation and sick leaves.
Voluntary medical insurance.
Corporate doctor services.
Foreign Language learning.
Internal Training Program.
Corporate events and meetings.
No dress-code.
Chill-out zone.
Gym access.
Office in a comfortable business-center.

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


Fruit breakfasts and dinners.
Unlimited tea and coffee.

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (057) 727-08-27
 
 

Контактна
особа:

ТамараЗмиевская
 

Адреса:
Харьков, Ул. Богдана Хмельницкого, Бизнес-центр Протон, 10 этаж, Харьков,
Украина
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